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Subject: Booting Linux from Application Flash on a Concurrent Technologies Intel® based 

processor board. 
  
Date:  December 2015 
 
Revision: 1.20 
 
Products VME and CPCI Intel based processor boards with Application Flash. 
 
Note: Steps mentioned in this document are performed with RHEL 7 64-bit installation 

on a VP 91x/x1x processor board.  Similar steps must be adopted relevant to 
changes in platform setup (Board and Linux Kernel version). 
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1 Overview 
 
The Concurrent Technologies processor boards are designed using standard architecture based 
on the Intel® Pentium® M, Intel® Core™ 2 Duo and Intel® Core™ i7 processors.  The processor 
boards support many standard operating systems designed to run on the Intel platforms, 
including Linux®.  
 
A number of these boards have been designed with an area of non-volatile memory that we call 
Application Flash.  The Application Flash can be accessed from an operating system, such as 
Linux, with an appropriate driver, such as the Linux Memory Technology Driver (MTD) base 
drivers with the Concurrent Technologies MAP driver.  This application note will describe how to 
configure and compile the Linux kernel and the MAP driver to allow access and partitioning of the 
Application Flash under Linux.   
 
The application note explains later how to boot Linux from the Application Flash using the Grub 
boot loader.  Please also refer to the readme file provided with the Concurrent Technologies MAP 
driver for the latest information, supported board types and known problems, if any. 
 
 
2 Materials Used 
 
The application note requires the following materials: 
 

• One Concurrent Technologies processor board with Application Flash 
• Concurrent Technologies mass storage module or external drive 
• Concurrent Technologies Linux Board Support Package (BSP) 
• CD/DVD drive (if using external drive) 
• A supported Linux Distribution. Please refer to the readme file provided with the 

Concurrent Technologies MAP driver for details. 
• Keyboard, mouse and monitor 

 
3 Hardware Set-up 
 
Plug the Concurrent Technologies processor boards into a chassis. If using external drives, 
connect the P2 breakout (if using a VME board) or the transition module (if using a CPCI board) 
to the slot corresponding to the processor board at the back of the chassis and plug in the hard 
drive and CD/DVD drive. 
 
If using a mass storage module on VME, just slide the mass storage module in next to the Server 
processor board and plug a ribbon cable into the back of the chassis connecting the two boards. 
 
Plug in the mouse, keyboard, and monitor and connect the processor board to the local network 
for internet access for external sources/ packages. 
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4 Installing and Configuring Linux To Use The MTD and MAP 
drivers 

 
1. If Linux is not already installed on the system, then install your Linux distribution in 

the normal way. Additional application notes are available from Concurrent 
Technologies, please contact Technical Support if you require these. 

 
2. Login to the system as root. 

 
3. Some Linux distributions do not include support for Application Flash (MTD) in the 

Linux Kernel.  If so then follow the steps below to obtain Linux Kernel with MTD 
support else go to step 5. 
 

4. Linux Kernel source can be obtained from the distributions DVDs or downloaded from 
http://www.kernel.org.  Unpack sources to /usr/src directory. Next configure the 
kernel based on the default settings, with Application Flash support. 

 
• Change in to the source directory, 

“cd /usr/src/” 
• Make a copy of the source directory 

cp –a linux-x.y.zz linux-x.y.zz.MTD # where x.y.zz is the kernel version 
• Link the source directory to “linux” 

”ln –s linux-x.y.zz linux” 
• Change into the Linux source directory, 

“cd linux” 
• Ensure the source tree is clean, 

“make mrproper” 
• Edit the Makefile and change the EXTRAVERSION = <xx> to 

“EXTRAVERSION=<xx>.MTD”, where the <xx> is the original content, if any. 
 

• A bug in the “/usr/src/linux/drivers/mtd/chips/cfi_probe.c” file for all 2.4 kernels and for 
2.6 kernels prior to 2.6.8 prevents the detection of Flash devices on some boards.  
The cfi_probe.c file supplied with the Concurrent Technologies MTD MAP driver BSP 
contains the appropriate fix. Replace “/usr/src/linux/drivers/mtd/chips/cfi_probe.c” 
with this file if you are using one of these kernels.  

 
• Type “make menuconfig” to run the kernel configuration utility and include the 

following options into the kernel, if available (some newer kernels have a few of these 
options already enabled or statically added) 

 
• Locate the “Memory Technology Devices (MTD)” option and select. Then include 

the following MTD options into the kernel:  
“Memory Technology Device (MTD) support” 
“MTD partitioning support” 
“MTD concatenating support” 
“Direct char device access to MTD devices” 
“Caching block device access to MTD devices” 
 

• Locate the “RAM/ROM/Flash chip drivers” option and select. Then include the 
following options into the kernel: 
“Detect flash chips by Common Flash Interface (CFI) probe” 
“Support for Intel/Sharp flash chips” 
“Support for AMD/ Fujitsu Flash chips” 
 

http://www.kernel.org/
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For kernels newer than 2.6, Locate the “Mapping drivers for chip access”.  Then include the 
“Support non-linear mappings of Flash chips” option into the kernel.  
 
Also, for kernels newer than 2.6, select "Common interface to block layer for MTD 'translation 
layer'" in MTD support option. 

 
• Locate the “NAND Flash Device Drivers” option and select. Then include the 

“NAND Device Support” option into the kernel. 
 

• Locate the “File systems” option and select. Then include the “Journaling Flash 
File System v2 (JFFS2) support” option into the kernel.  Note: This option may be 
located under “Miscellaneous filesystems” in newer kernel versions. Also in case 
of later kernel version one needs to select the JFFS2 XATTR support if available. 
The JFFS2 is a Journaling Flash File System aimed at providing a 
crash/powerdown-safe file system for MTD devices. It also provides improved 
wear levelling, compression and support for hard links. 

 
 

• The second half of this application-note requires the kernel have the “loopback”, 
“RAM disk” and serial console options configured.  

  
Locate the “Block Devices” option and select. Then include the following options 
into the kernel: 
“Loopback device support” 
“RAM disk support” 
“Initial RAM disk (initrd) support” Note: Change the “Default RAM disk size” value 
to “65536” If larger sizes are required, adjust accordingly.    
 
Locate the “Character Devices” option and select. Then include the “Support for 
console on serial port” option into the kernel. Note: This option may be located 
under “Serial drivers” in newer kernel versions. 

 
• Exit the kernel configuration utility, saving the new kernel configuration file.   

 
For 2.4 kernels: 

Make the dependencies “make dep”.  When the operation has finished make the 
kernel “make bzImage”.  Make any modules that have been included “make 
modules”, and when the operation has finished install them “make 
modules_install”.  
 

For 2.6 and above kernels 
Build the kernel and modules with “make all”. When the operation has finished 
install the modules “make modules_install”. 

 
• Install the new kernel.  This step will automatically install the kernel into the boot 

directory and update the GRUB boot loader. 
“make install” 

 
• Reboot the workstation and boot the new kernel. 
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5. A MAP driver is required to map the Application Flash into the MTD sub-system.  
Copy the MAP drivers tar file from the Linux BSP to the Linux workstations “/root”, 
and then,  

 
• Untar the MAP drivers file, 

“cd /root” 
“tar -zxf  <MAP drivers file name>” 

• For 2.6 kernels only (kernel without /dev/mtd<x>ro). Run the “mkdevs.mtd” script to 
install the MTD character and block device nodes,  
“/root/mtd/mkdevs.mtd /” 

• Change directory to the CCT MAP driver directory, 
“cd /root/mtd/map/cct” 

• The Application Flash can be partitioned into a number of logical partitions.  These 
partitions are described in the file “mtd_map.h”.  The default file assumes 64MB 
(please verify using the board’s hardware manual to obtain this information) of 
Application Flash is installed on the board and divides this into two logical partitions.  
Have a look through the file’s content, reading all the comments. You may modify the 
partition information as suits your needs, however the remainder of this application 
note assumes that the default values are being used. 

• Make the MAP driver kernel module, 
“make all” 

• For 2.4 kernels, load the module into the kernel using: 
“insmod mtdmap.o” 
 
For 2.6 kernels, load the module into the kernel using:  
“insmod mtdmap.ko” 
 
NOTE1: To have the MAP module install when the system boots, append the above 
“insmod” line to the “/etc/rc.d/rc.local” file, or alternatively create an initial ramdisk to 
load the module. 
 
NOTE2: The address space of part of the Application Flash on the PP 200/01x, 
VP 305/01x and the VP 307/01x processor boards is shared with the system BIOS.  
When the MAP driver module is loaded, the Application Flash is selected, and 
unselected when the driver module is unloaded.  It is important that on these boards 
the module is unloaded before a reboot command is given. This can be done 
automatically by including the following line in the “/ect/rc.d/init.d/halt” script “rmmod 
mtdmap”. However, this is only necessary when using kernels prior to 2.6. As the 
MAP driver registers a reboot notifier function to automatically take care of this when 
used with the later kernels.  

 
• The module should have installed without error, and the logical partition should now 

be registered with the MTD sub-system, ready for use.  This can be verified by 
examining the content of “/proc/mtd”, type “cat /proc/mtd”.  This will print a list of all 
MTD registered partitions, and should look something like this, 

 
dev:    size   erasesize  name 
mtd0: 00180000 00020000 "MTD flash boot partition" 
mtd1: 03E80000 00020000 "MTD flash apps partition one" 
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6. The MTD partitions created above can be formatted using mtd-utils tool 
flash_eraseall. 
Mtd-utils package could be available for the Linux distribution in use. If not this utility 
can be compiled from source obtained from  
http://www.linux-mtd.infradead.org/source.html. 
 

Steps to format and create a filesystem on MTD devices: 
• flash_eraseall /dev/mtd<x> 

• NOTE: /dev/mtd<x> refers to the MTD character device node. /dev/mtdblock<x> is 
the block device node. 

• Where <x> is the partition number. 
• mkdir fs-mtd 
• mkdir fs-mtd/lost+found 
• Create a JFFS2 image of the filesystem directory: 
• mkfs.jffs2 –d fs-mtd –e <erase-size> -p <partition size> -o fs-mtd.img 

• where –d fs-mtd is the name of the directory to make jffs image from 
• -e <erase-size> obtained from cat /proc/mtd command 
• -p <partition-size> obtained from cat /proc/mtd command 
• -o fs-mtd.img filesystem image output. 
• Move the file system image to the MTD partitions. 

• dd if=fs-mtd.img of=/dev/mtd<x> 
• Mount the partition 

• mount –t jffs2 /dev/mtdblock<x> /mnt 
• Unmount the MTD partition  

• umount /mnt 
• Once the partition is mounted it may be used in the standard way.  The same 

procedure maybe repeated for the remaining partitions. Entries maybe added to 
“/etc/fstab” to mount the partitions at boot time.  

 
NOTE: Mount operations to a JFFS file system may occasionally take a while, during this 
time the MTD subsystem will be running a few house keeping jobs on the file system.   
  

 

http://www.linux-mtd.infradead.org/source.html
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5 Booting Linux From The Application Flash Using GRUB, An 
Embedded Application. 

 
The Application Flash can be configured to boot Linux using the GRUB boot loader, with the 
Linux root file system being served from a partition on the Application Flash. Linux must install the 
MAP driver before it attempts to mount its file system. Linux can do this using an initial ram disk 
or if the MAP driver is built into the kernel.  Due to the increased size of newer Linux kernels it 
may not be possible to fit the kernel and an initial ram disk onto the boot partition of the 
Application Flash. In this situation the MAP driver should be built into the kernel. 
 
For the purposes of this example we consider the board as an embedded system, configuring a 
standalone system with a reasonably small footprint to maximise client resources for our 
application, whatever that maybe. 
 

1. Install the MAP driver as described in the previous section, this example assumes the 
MAP driver has been built with the defaults. 

 
2. GRUB should be installed at the start of the Application Flash, in this example this will be 

the first partition labelled “MTD flash boot partition”. GRUB first needs to be installed onto 
a virtual disk and then transferred to the Application Flash partition. 

 
• Create a 1.44MB virtual disk image, 

“dd if=/dev/zero of=floppy.img bs=512 count=2880” 
• Create ext2 filesystem on the image 

“mkfs.ext2 floppy.img” 
• Mount the formatted image  

“mount –o loop floppy.img /mnt” 
• Create boot and grub directories in the mounted directory 

“mkdir –p /mnt/boot/grub” 
• Copy grub files from host system  

“cp /boot/grub/* /mnt/boot/grub” 
• Edit devices.map in /mnt/boot/grub/devices.map to contain 

“(fd0) /dev/loop0” 
• Start grub shell with the device.map MAP file 

“grub –-device-map=/mnt/boot/grub/device.map” 
• Set fd0 ie the virtual Image disk as root 

grub> “root (fd0)” 
• Install grub on fd0 

grub> “setup (fd0)” 
grub> “quit” 

 
3. Configuring GRUB to boot a Linux image 

 
 

• Cut and Paste the following GRUB configuration file and save it to the file 
“/mnt/boot/grub/grub.conf or menu.lst for newer versions of GRUB” and type 
“dos2unix /mnt/boot/grub/grub.conf or menu.lst” to ensure the file is in Unix format.  

 
NOTE: If an initial ram disk is not being used, omit the initrd lines in the GRUB 
configuration file below and add the option rootfstype=jffs2 to the end of the kernel 
lines. 

 
# Note that you do not have to rerun grub after making changes to this file 
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# NOTICE:  You do not have a /boot partition.  This means that 
#          all kernel and initrd paths are relative to /, eg. 
#          root (hd1,3) 
#          kernel /boot/vmlinuz-version ro root=/dev/hdc4 
#          initrd /boot/initrd-version.img 
default=0 
timeout=10 
title Linux Root (serial) on /dev/mtdblock1 
        kernel (fd0)/boot/vmlinuz root=/dev/mtdblock1 console=ttyS0,9600 
        initrd (fd0)/boot/initrd.img 
title Linux Root (serial) on /dev/mtdblock2 
        kernel (fd0)/boot/vmlinuz root=/dev/mtdblock2 console=ttyS0,9600 
        initrd (fd0)/boot/initrd.img 
title Linux Root (vga) on /dev/mtdblock1 
        kernel (fd0)/boot/vmlinuz root=/dev/mtdblock1 
        initrd (fd0)/boot/initrd.img 
title Linux Root (vga) on /dev/mtdblock2 
        kernel (fd0)/boot/vmlinuz root=/dev/mtdblock2 
        initrd (fd0)/boot/initrd.img 
 

  If an initial ram disk is being used: 
• Make the initial ramdisk, 

“mkdir /root/initrd” 
“cd /root/initrd” 
“mkinitrd --with=mtdmap --omit-scsi-modules initrd.img `uname -r`” 

• Mount the initial ramdisk, 
“mkdir /root/initrd/loop” 
“gzip -d initrd.img -S .img” 
“mount -o loop initrd loop” 

• Edit the “/root/initrd/loop/linuxrc” file, to look like, 
 
#!/bin/nash 
 
echo “Loading MTD MAP module” 
insmod /lib/mtdmap.o 
echo “Mounting root filesystem, please wait…” 

• Unmount the initial ramdisk and compress, 
“umount loop” 
“gzip initrd –S .img” 

• Copy the initial ramdisk to the flash partition, 
“cp -a initrd.img  /mnt/boot/ initrd.img” 

• Copy the kernel complied in the previous section to the flash partition, 
“cp -a /boot/vmlinuz-`uname -r` /mnt/boot/vmlinuz” 
 

If an initial ram disk is not being used:  
A new kernel needs to be built with the MAP driver included. The following 
example demonstrates how to do this with a 2.6. and above kernel source 
distribution. This is also a good opportunity to reduce the size of the kernel by 
removing the options you don’t need.  
• Change in to the source directory, 

“cd /usr/src/” 
• Copy the MTD driver source files to the kernel source directory, 

“cp –a /root/mtd/map/cct/*.c /usr/src/linux/drivers/mtd/maps/” 
“cp –a /root/mtd/map/cct/*.h /usr/src/linux/drivers/mtd/maps/” 
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• Add the following line to the end of the Makefile in the 

/usr/src/linux/drivers/mtd/maps/ directory: 
obj-$(CONFIG_MTD_CCTMAP) += mtd_map.o mtd_utils.o 

• Add the following to the Kconfig file in the 
/usr/src/linux/drivers/mtd/maps/ directory before the endmenu line: 
config MTD_CCTMAP 
 tristate "Concurrent Technologies MTD Map Driver" 
 depends on X86  
 help 
   Support for flash chips on Concurrent Technologies boards. 

• Type “make menuconfig” to run the kernel configuration utility. 
• Locate the “Memory Technology Devices (MTD)” option and select. Locate 

the “Mapping drivers for chip access” option and select. Scroll to the end of 
the list and select the “Concurrent Technoligies MTD Map Driver” to be built 
into the kernel. 

• Exit the kernel configuration utility and save the configuration file. 
• Build the kernel with “make bzImage”. 
• Copy the new kernel to the flash partition, 

“cp -a /usr/src/linux/arch/i386/boot/bzImage -r /mnt/boot/vmlinuz” 
 

• Unmount the flash boot partition 
umount /mnt 

• Erase the first Application Flash partition  
• flash_eraseall /dev/mtd0 

• Transfer the grub image to the first Application Flash partition 
dd if=floppy.img of=/dev/mtd0 

 
4. Preparing the root file system partitions. To create a root file system template on the 

workstation for the root file system, run the “/root/mtd/mkfs.mtd” script.  Creating a file 
system template in “/root/mtd-rootfs”, 

 
•  “/root/mtd/mkfs.mtd /root/mtd-rootfs” 

 
Note: If the mtd-rootfs script fails to locate the required libraries you will need to copy 
these manually to /lib in root file system template directory. 

 
• “/root/mtd/mkdevs.mtd /root/mtd-rootfs” # Make the MTD device nodes. 

 
5. Instead of the using your Linux distribution binary files for the root file system, we will use 

a set of binaries that have been optimised for embedded systems.  The standard set of 
binaries will occupy a good few megabytes of disk space.  However, the optimised 
versions will occupy a mere few hundred kilobytes. 

 
• Download the latest version of BusyBox from http://www.busybox.net The BusyBox 

program contains the BusyBox binary that implements many of the standard binaries, 
optimised on space and functionality, but still providing a very useful system. 

• Copy the BusyBox file to the BusyBox directory and unpack it, 
 

“mkdir /root/BusyBox” 
“cd /root/BusyBox” 
“cp <path to busybox-x.y.z.tar.bz2>/busybox-x.y.z.tar.bz2 .” 
“bzcat busybox-x.y.z.tar.bz2 | tar xvf -” #Uncompress the tar file 

 

http://www.busybox.net/
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6. Compile and install the BusyBox functions into the RamDisk directory.  The BusyBox 
program is configured with a simple “.config” file in its root directory.  The default settings 
provide most of the routine functionality of a Linux system. 
Note: BusyBox have a configuration utility similar to the Linux kernel menuconfig.  
 
• cd “/root/BusyBox/busybox-x.y.z” 
• “make defconfig” 
• “make menuconfig” and select required binaries. 

if you are using kernel 2.4 disable all the mkfs2 utility : Select the label Linux Ext2 fs 
Prog and uncheck all the selections. 
Disable the UDHCP server: Select the label Network Utilities->udhcp server/client 
and uncheck Server. 
Save the configuration file and exit. 

• “make” This will compile Busybox 
• Make and install the BusyBox files into the RamDisk directory, 

“make CONFIG_PREFIX=/root/mtd-rootfs install”   
 

7. The first program the Linux kernel calls is “/sbin/init”.  The standard “/sbin/init” function will 
look for the “/etc/inittab” script to tell it what actions to perform.  This is where the Linux 
system configuration files are usually run from, and could readily contain a call to a script 
that runs your application, for example.  There is a basic “inittab” file in the BusyBox 
directory that sets up some terminals after the kernel has booted.  Copy the script to the 
mtd-rootfs directory, 
 “cp /root/BusyBox/busybox-x.y.z/examples/inittab /root/mtd-rootfs/etc/”. 
 
Now modify the following lines in the “/root/mtd-rootfs/etc/inittab” file, commenting out the 
following two lines, 
 #tty2::askfirst:-/bin/sh 
 #tty3::askfirst:-/bin/sh 
 #tty4::askfirst:-/bin/sh 

# tty4::respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty5 
# tty5::respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty6 

 
8. The resource files are called from “/root/mtd-rootfs/etc/inittab”. The “rcS” script mounts 

the file systems.  
Create these files by, 
• “cd /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/etc/” 
• “mkdir init.d” 
• Cut and Paste the following and save it to “/rootfs/mtd-rootfs/etc/init.d/rcS” 

#!/bin/sh 
# Remount file systems 
mount -o remount -t jffs2 / / 
mount -t proc proc /proc 
# Put any other system initialisation stuff here 

•  “chmod 755 /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/etc/init.d/rcS” 
• mkdir /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/etc 
• mkdir /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/dev 
• mkdir /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/proc 
• mkdir /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib 
• cp /lib/ld-*.so /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/. 
• cp /lib/libm-*.so /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/. 
• cp /lib/libc-*.so /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/. 
• ln –s /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/ld-<x>.so /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/ld-linux.so.2 
• ln –s /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/libm-<x>.so /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/libm.so.6 
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• ln –s /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/libc-<x>.so /rootfs/mtd-rootfs/lib/libc.so.6where <x> is 
the version number 

• Run the “mkdevs.mtd” script to install the MTD character and block device nodes,  
“/root/mtd/mkdevs.mtd /root/mtd-rootfs” 

 
9. Edit the “/rootfs/mtd-rootfs/etc/fstab” file to look like this, 

 
/dev/mtdblock1  / jffs2  defaults  1 1 
none   /proc  proc  defaults  0 0 
none   /dev/pts devpts  gid=5,mode=620 0 0 

 
10. Convert the “/root/mtd-rootfs” directory into a JFFS2 file system file, 

• Change to the root directory, 
“cd /root” 

• Make the JFFS file system file, 
“mkfs.jffs2 -d mtd-rootfs -e <erase-size> -p <partition-size> -o fs-mtdblock1.img” 

 
Where, 
 -d mtd-rootfs is the name of the directory to make the JFFS2 image from 
 -e is the logical partitions erase size, examine the output of “/proc/mtd” for this 
value eg., 0x20000 
 -p is the size of the partition, examine the output of “/proc/mtd” for this value eg., 
0x3E80000 
 -o is the output name of the JFFS2 image file 

 
• flash_eraseall /dev/mtd1 
• Transfer the JFFS2 image to the MTD root file system partitions, 

“dd if=fs-mtdblock1.img of=/dev/mtd1” 
• The JFFS2 partition is initialised the first time it is mounted, this will take a few 

moments, ignore any erase messa, 
“mount -t jffs2 /dev/mtdblock1 /mnt” # And check consistency 
“umount /mnt” 

 
11. Reboot the board, pressing F2 on reboot to enter the Setup utility. From the Setup utility 

“Main” menu, select “Boot Features” and select “Flash Disk” option to “FDD Emulation”. 
This will allow the board to boot from the Application Flash provided the boot order is set 
to boot from Application flash in “Boot” -> “Legacy” -> “Boot Type Order” -> “Others” set 
to top of the list. Scroll along to the “Exit” menu, and “Exit Saving Changes”. 
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6 Useful Further Reading 
 
Available on the Red Hat Documentation CD: 
 

• Diskless-HOWTO.pdf 
• Diskless-root-NFS-HOWTO.pdf 
• Ramdisk.txt 
• The Loopback Root Filesystem HOWTO.htm 
 

Available on the Web: 
  

• http://www.linux-mtd.infradead.org has all the latest information on the MTD sub-system 
 

http://www.linux-mtd.infradead.org/
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Concurrent Technologies is an international ISO 9001:2008 company specializing in the design and 
manufacture of commercial-off-the-shelf and custom designed industrial computer boards for critical 
embedded applications.  The company, which was founded in 1985, has offices in the USA, UK, India and 
China as well as a worldwide distributor network.  The company has a wide range of high performance 
Intel® processor based VME, VXS™, OpenVPX™, CompactPCI® and AdvancedMC™ products, which are 
complemented by an extensive offering of PMC (PCI Mezzanine Card) and XMC (Express Mezzanine 
Card) products.  Concurrent Technologies is an Affiliate Member of the Intel® Internet of Things, a 
community of communications and embedded developers and solution providers. 
 
For additional information, please visit http://www.gocct.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: 
 
Information furnished by Concurrent Technologies is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, 
Concurrent Technologies assumes no responsibility for any errors contained in this document and makes no 
commitment to update or to keep current the information contained in this document. Concurrent 
Technologies reserves the right to change specifications at any time without notice. 
 
Concurrent Technologies assumes no responsibility either for the use of this document or for any 
infringements of the patent or other rights of third parties which may result from its use. In particular, no 
license is either granted or implied under any patent or patent rights belonging to Concurrent Technologies. 
 
All companies and product names are trademarks of their respective organizations. Intel and Intel Core are 
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